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IMTRODUCTION 
Western laroh. (Larlx oooldentalis, Nutt.) itas first 
discovered by Lewis and Clark in 1806* Their narrative 
tells of finding a "larch tree*, now believed to be western 
larch on the upper Clearwater River in western Montana* 
David Douglas observed this tree on the Columbia River near 
Ft. Colville in northeastern Washington in 1327; he believed 
it to be the European larch (larix europaea« D« C.}« In 
1834 Thomas Nuttall recognized western larch as a new and 
undescribed species. He described and named it Larix occi* 
dentalis in 1849 (Sudworth, 1918}• To avoid confusion only 
Larix occidentalis will be referred to as western larch or 
larch in this paper* 
There is evidence that the genus Larix has existed for 
millions of years in the north temperate and sub«*arotic re« 
gions of Surope and Horth America (Collingwood, 1936)* Acc­
ording to Kirkwood (1922) western larch migrated into the 
Northern Rocky Mountain Region from the north or northwest. 
The migration has continued, and in places the tree is found 
east of the Continental Divide in Montana* 
There are several reasoiis for the current unpopularity 
of western larch. Western larch inherited the name tamarack 
from (Larix laricina. (DuRoi) £dck) a species indigenous to 
northeastern United States. The wood of tamarack is inferior 
in most respects to tbat of western larch. This inherited 
misnomer was enough to cause some lumbermen to condemn the 
s 
speeles. According to Anderson (1927) the lumber industry 
attempted an uncoordinated promotion of larch which placed on 
the market a very unsatisfactory, poorly seasoned product* 
After this occurred, larch began to lose popularity with the 
producer, and it was cut only when absolutely necessary* 
Finally, the lumbermen accepted the fallacy that larch was 
poor wood, and dumped the lumber on the market at any price* 
Since western larch was considered to be an unimportant spe­
cies, it was seldom studied; when it was, much of the written 
material was never published* 
The use of western larch has increased during the past 
decade; still the allowable annual cut exceeds the actual 
annual cut* Improved utilization may be expected when the 
lumber producers join in marketing a uniform well seasoned 
product, and the architects and the contractors recognize the 
proper uses for the wood* 
The demand for wood products is increasing annually* 
Behre and Hutchison (1946) estimated the future goal for wood 
production of the United States to be twenty billion cubic 
feet per year; this is about six and one balf billion cubic 
feet more than our lands are now producing* With better lo^ 
ging and milling practices western larch will be in a ppstion 
to contribute to this increased demnd* 
The forestry economy of the Inland Empire^ has been based 
primarily upon ponderosa pine (finus ponderosa, Douglas) and 
%orthwestern Montana, northern Idaho, and eastern Wash­
ington* 
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western white pine (Pinua montioole, Douglas). Muoh. of this 
timber has been exploited with little thought for future pro­
duction* In xoany areas the white pine forests of northern 
Idaho have been exploited so long there remains no chance to 
practice sustained yield forestry* 
The continued existence of the western white pine indus­
try is also being threatened by disease. White pine blister 
rust (gronartiuia ribicola* Fisher) is difficult and expen* 
sive to control* In more recent years an unknown disease 
called pole blight has been killing the important pole stands* 
These diseases must be effectively controlled in the near fu­
ture to save the industry* On areas where it is not consid<> 
ered economical to control blister rust, ponderosa pine is 
often planted* Many of these plantations are at least par* 
tially off site, and are not producing timber at the site 
potential* Western larch is a species that is ecologically 
adapted to most western white pine sites* 
The primary intent of this paper is to place all the 
material that can be found on western larch between these 
covers. An attempt will be made to acquaint the reader with 
the qualities and uses of the wood, the possible methods of 
future utilization« and a meager knowledge of the silvl-* 
culture and management of the species* Throu^out this paper 
western Jarch will be compared to other species, because the 
writer believes that only by comparison can the reader be 
given a thorough understanding of the species* 
Western Montana produces approximately sixty-three per 
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cent of the present annual out of western larch; forty-five 
per cent of the remaining volume in the United States is 
found here,2 It seems reasonable that we should be inter­
ested in promoting western laroh utilization* 
2 Unpublished United States Forest Service figures, 1945o 
RESOURCES 
ViTestem larch is one of the comparatively few species 
in the United States which is not being over out at present# 
The most recent inventory of larch was talcen by the United 
States Forest Service in 1945 (Unpublished). The volumes 
obtained by this survey are presented in Table 1. 
TABIiE !• THE STATUS OF WESTERN LA.RCH STANES lil 1945 AKD 
1946, VOLUME IN MILLIONS OF BOARD FEET LOG SCALE 
(Scribner rule) 
Remaining Allowable Actual 
state njntt Annual Cut Annual Cut 
Montana 11,606 130 100 
Idaho 5,969 85 40 
Washington 5,083 35 10 
Oregon 3.494 — 
totals 261152 255 mS 
Current annual production averages about two hundred 
million board feet« (Anonymous 1948) • 
Probably more important are the pole stands which will 
furnish the lumber in the future. The only available in­
formation is based on the stands of western Montana and north­
ern Idaho. (Bradner 1941 and 1943). The data from these 
two publications were combined and are presented in Table 2« 
Larch makes up about one per cent of the total volume 
of saw timber in the United States, it is exceeded in volume 
by three hardwoods and ten softwoods. In the Inland Empire 
it is exceeded in voliuoe only by ponderosa pine and Douglas 
fir. (Johnson and Bradner 1932). 
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TABLE 2. THE CUBIC FOOT VOLUME OF WESTEEN LARCH AND 
ASSOCL^TED SPECIES (Bradner 1941 and 1943) 
Vifestem Montana Northern Idaho 
Saw Timber Cordwood Saw Timber Gordwood 
Trees^ Trees^ Trees^ Trees^ 
Species 
Volume In Millions Of Cubic Feet 
Western Larch 1 ,808.8 603.8 869.5 674.6 
y/estern White Pine 172.7 67.5 1,892.2 465.3 
Ponderosa Pine 1 ,421.3 235 . 6 939.7 311.0 
Douglas Fir 1 ,403.9 1,163.5 1,373.7 930.2 
Engelmann Spruce 676.1 151.0 460.0 124.2 
Lodgepole Pine 395.7 554.2 188.9 230.0 
Western Hemlock 26.8 26.9 188.6 177.1 
Grand Fir 56.1 94.9 1,190.9 458.1 
1 lines over 11 inches d.b.h., other species over 13 
inches d.b.h. 
2 Trees 5 inches d.b.h. to saw timber size* 
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SILVIGAL CHAiiACTERS OF VffiSTERN LA.RCH 
Descriptlon»'"Western larcii is tiie largest and most mass­
ive of all tlK larches or tamaracks. Short horizontal branches 
on a tall straight trunk form a narrow pyramidal crown, v/hich 
runs to a slender point. The thin open crown usually occu­
pies one half to one third of the total height; trees one hun­
dred and sixty to two hundred feet tall may have as much as 
one hundred feet of clear bole. The comparatively few hori­
zontal branches have the appearance of being thinly clad with 
leaves. (Sudworth 1918). 
Western larch is characterized by a clear, slightly 
tapering bole and a swollen butt. Average mature trees are 
from two to four feet in diameter, and from one hundred forty 
to one hundred eighty feet in height. Koch (1945) described 
a tree near Seeley lake, itontana measuring seven feet four 
inches d.b.h. 
The bark of young trees is grayish black and relatively 
thin. Mature trees have dull cinnamon brown bark, which is 
three to six inches thick, and deeply furrowed at the base 
of the tree. This thick protective coat tapers to a thick­
ness of about one inch at the top of the first log. The 
bark is composed of numerous small, flat, irregularly rounded, 
overlapping plates. The thin upper bark has a scaly appear­
ance, and often on vigorous trees has a silvery sheen. 
The flat, pointed needles, yellowish green in color, 
are rounded on the back, ridged on the inner surface, and are 
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from one to one and three quarters inches in length* (Sud** 
worth 1918)• Bundles of ten to forty needles are borne on 
stout scaly spur-like twigs. These twigs are at first pale 
pubescent, but soon become orange-brown and glaborous. (Mor» 
ton 1921) • The larches are unique members of the Unaceae 
family; they are deciduous. Shortly after the first frosts 
the leaves turn a bright lemon yellow. This distinctire 
coloring makes the western larch on the mountainside easily 
identified from great distances. The leaves slowly drop 
from the trees, and by the first of November the trees are 
bare. Benson (1916) stated that the new pale green foliage 
emerges from the chestnut-brown buds in the middle of April« 
Western larch flowers during the first part of May. 
(Benson 1916). Staminate and pistillate flowers are borne 
on the same tree. The yellow-green staminate strobili are 
about the size of peas; on the same twig are aioall, scaly, 
bright purple or red pistillate strobili. These, when fer«* 
tilized, develop into the broadly egg shaped cones. (Coll-
ingwood 1936). 
The cones mature in one season, and are from one to 
one and one half inches long, short stalked, and purplish 
red to reddish brown in color. The broad cone scales are 
occasionally finely toothed at the tip of the reflexed apex. 
The slender exserted bracts are terminated in a long spike. 
(Harlow and Harrar 1941). 
Seed Habit—Western larch is a prolific seeder. It is 
locally variable in seed production, and sterile periods of 
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one or more years are coxumon. (Sudworth 1918). Kooli (1927) 
stated that larch bears some seed nearly every year, and a 
good crop every five or six years, Benson (1916) agrees with 
these authors in part,, but says, "The occurrence of seed years 
with any suggestion of uniformity is a myth,«* This is sub­
stantiated by Haig (1941) who kept record of the oone crop in 
northern Idaho for eight consecutive years. His record showed 
three consecutive poor years, three consecutive good years, 
and two consecutive fair years. 
Larch begins to bear seed at the age of twenty-five to 
thirty years, (Benson 1916 and Sudworth 1918), Heavy crops 
are borne after eighty years, and full seed capacity continues 
to a least four hundred fifty years. The optimum age for 
seed production is one hundred to two hundred years, (Benson 
1916), According to Miller and Cunningham .{19^(27) the best 
seed producers are vigorous trees with a good portion of the 
crown exposed to full sunlight# 
The seed ripens during the latter part of August and 
the fore part of September, (Benson 1916), The thin cone 
scales open and close readily v;ith alternate periods of dry 
and wet weather, so tJaat the period and rapidity of seed dis­
persion varies with local climatic conditions. (Pinchot 1907), 
The writer has observed that some of the cones are persistent, 
and remain on the trees for one or more seasons. 
The seed is small, winged, and chestnut brown in color. 
(Collingwood 1936), Olson (1930) said the nioiaber of seed per 
pound varies from 98,000 to 152,000. Tillotson (1917) found 
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that there is one half pound of seed in a bushel of cones. 
According to Benson (1916) ninety per cent of the seed is 
disseiiiinated within three chains of the parent tree, ninety-
five per cent within five chains, and the remaining five 
per cent at a distance of five to ten chains. 
Root 3ystem-*'Vifestern larch develops a root system ten 
to twelve inches long the first year. (Benson 1916). Larsen 
(1916) found that in deep soils the root at ten to fifteen 
years is a long slender tap with beginnings of laterals five 
to six inches below the soil surface. These laterals are 
confined to a vertical distance of not over six inches on the 
tap root. At fifty years the tap root is thicker, but has 
not grown proportionately in length. The laterals have en'^ 
larged and produced vertical roots which do not branch iiamed-
iately, but are lost in ramification about two feet below, 
well within the hard substratum# In gravelly soils and on 
slopes the main laterals are fewer, larger, strike deeper, 
and have fewer small vertical roots. This, according to 
Whitford (i905) is one of the reasons larch is able to exist 
on drier siteso 
y/ind Firmness'-*'The deep extensive root system makes wes­
tern larch the most windfirm tree in this region. Benson 
(1916) attributes windfirmness to the small, thin, open crown, 
and the comparatively slender bole, v/hitford (1905) found 
many western larch standing in windfalls where western white 
pine, Engelmann spruce (Picea engelmannii (Parry) Engelm.)^ 
and grand fir (Abies grandis Lindl*) had been blown down# 
i/arshall (1928) compiled a windfirmness scale; the species 
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range from tiie most windfirm to tlie least; Western larch, 
ponderosa pine, Douglas fir (Pseudotauga taxifolia (Lamb.) 
Brit.)» western redcedar (Thuja plioata D. JDon.), western 
white pine, lodgepole pine (Pinus contorta Douglas), western 
hemlock (Tsuga heterophylla (Baf.) Sarg,), grand fir, alpine 
fir (Abies lasiocarpa (Hook.) Nutt.) and Engelmann spruce# 
gire res is tanc e*^All sources concur that mature western 
larch is the most fire resistant species in this regiono 
Benson (1916) believed tijat the physical factors which make 
larch so fire resistant are; (1.) The deep root system# (E.) 
The lack of resin in the thick bark# (3.) The loose texture 
of the bark which makes it a poor heat conductor. (4.) The 
small amount of resin present in the wood. (5.) The clean 
bole. (6.) The small amount of resin in the needles. (7.) 
the thin crown. (8.) The open nature of mature stands. 
Young larch are not so fire resistant, and are quite easily 
destroyed. 
Longevity-^Western larch is ordinarily a long lived tree. 
Benson (1916) wrote that it was not unusual to find entire 
stands which belong to the advanced age class of four hundred 
to five hundred years. He attributed great age to fire resis­
tance, windfirmness and comparative freedom from insects and 
disease. Larson (1916) found that isolated trees representing 
different age classes, and bridging several fires were a 
common occurrence. These trees tend to become more secure 
after each fire because they become more isolated# Benson 
(1916) reported a sound stump near Jortine, Montana, that 
showed an age of 835 years# Koch (1945) made a ring count 
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on a six foot six inch d.i.b. stump near Seeley lake, Montana, 
and found 915 rings, 
Grovtfth—Acoording to Benson (1916) western larch can 
attain a better development when subjected to a variety of 
conditions than would any other species; however, its best 
development occurs in the western white pine type# 
Brewester (1918a) found that height growth began at 
Priest River, Idaho, in the latter part of April or the first 
part of May, and was completed for the season by the middle 
or end of July. 
Larsen (1916) made a study in Idaho of a larch-spruce 
mixture located on nearly level land along a small creek# 
His results indicate that the average larch at one hundred 
ten years of age has a d.b.h» of 15.8 inches and contains 
288 board feet. The following table constructed from data 
obtained from larch Douglas fir slopes represents an approx­
imate average of all sites, and shows the relationship bet­
ween height, voluiae, and age» 
TABLE 3. HLIGHT VOLUME ANi; AGE 01 ̂ AiSTERLl lAHCH: AN 
APPROXIi^oATE AVERAGE OF ALL LARCH-DOUGLAS PIR 
SITES. (Larsen 1916)• 
Age 50 60 70 80 100 120 140 
Height 50 58 65 70 82 90 94 
Volume bof. 5 10 20 30 55 85 120 
Volume CU«fte 3.8 4.8 6.7 8.9 13.2 19.0 26 
Cunningham and Fullaway (1926) made some comparisons of 
the height and diameter growth in mixed stands on the Kaniksu 
JForest, Idahoj the results indicate that western larch at one 
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hundred years of age was one hundred twenty-five feet high 
and 14 inches in diameter, vmile western white pine was one 
hundred fourteen feet high and 11.8 inches in diameter. In 
DougJas fir Diixtures larch is invariably taller, although the 
fir maintains about the same diameter relationship. Other 
measureiaents taken on the Kootenai Forest, Montana, indicate 
that on Site I the average diameter of larch is 14 inches at 
ninety years. A yield table compiled from a comparatively 
small number of plots in fully stocked stands on the Lolo 
Forest, Montana, indicated an average volume of 15,077 board 
feet per acre.at one hundred years. (Cunningham and Fulla-
way 1926)o 
Brewster (1919) made an extensive study of the growth 
rates of larch in western Montana# These results are pre»-
sented in Table Ae 
TABIi< 4. GROWTH RATE OF LAKCti Il\f WESTERN MONTANA, 
AVERAGE OF ALL SITES. (Brewster 1919). 





20 33 3o6 16 
40 73 5.1 25 
60 147 6.1 31 
80 238 8.7 31 
100 339 10.1 35 
120 322 11.4 39 
140 253 12.5 42 
160 347 12.5 46 
All Of the proceeding growth data were obtained from 
stands where no management or silviculture was practicedo 
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In Table 4 the reader can see that the diaiaeter growth 
of larch slows appreciably as the stand increases in age. 
The writer believes that this is a result of the inability of 
larch to maintain a crown of sxifficient size to sustain rapid 
growth when it iias been subjected to side shading after height 
growth abates. 
Distribution—"The range of western larch extends from 
southeastern British Columbia south along the west slopes of 
the Continental Divide in northvjestern Montana; v;est through 
the panhandle of Idaho, including tiie territory for soixe dis­
tance south of the Salmon River; west to the eastern slopes 
of the Cascades in central Oregon; northward through eastern 
Washington, into British Columbia and tenainating abovit one 
hundred miles north of the United t>tates-Canadian border# 
Larch is found in its greatest abundance on the watersheds 
uniting to form Flathead Lalce in Montana® (Benson 1916) o 
A range map is presented in iigure 1# 
Tolerance-"Larch is one of tte most intolerant of the 
western coniferous species# pinchot (1907) stated that larch 
is intolerant throughout life, probably demanding more light 
than ponderosa pine« Subsequent investigation and observat­
ions by Brewster and Hansen (1915) and L-irkwood (1922) in­
dicate that larch is not as intolerant in the initial stages 
of life as Pinchot believed. Sudworth (1918) claimed that 
the disadvantage of intolerance is partially overcome by early 
rapid height growth which carries the crown above its suppress­
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The intolerant character of larch probably accounts for 
its clear bole, since the lower branches of the crown die 
when they are shaded to any great extent. According to Larsen 
(1916) mixed Jarch stands prune themselves remarably well up 
to the base of the live crown. Benson (1916) found that mod­
erately dense stands of larch begin to self prune in twenty 
years. 
Larch is a secondary species in forest succession be«i* 
cause of its intolerance. It will not reproduce under the 
relatively thin crowns of the parent tree; hence, the ground 
is claimed by the more tolerant species« (Miller and Cunning­
ham 1927). Whitford (1905) states that in no instance was a 
seedling observed growing in the shade of the forest* Under 
natural conditions larch is retained in the forest by fire* 
After severe bums stands of pure larch odour* This is due 
to the seed furnished by the fire resistant mature trees* 
Larsen (1940) claims that the general order of secondary 
succession in northern Idaho is from ponderosa pine or larch 
through western white pine to the western redcedar-hemlock 
climax* 
Description of Stand«*»Western larch normally exists in 
mixed stands; on drier sites it occurs in open stands with 
ponderosa pine and Douglas fir; where moisture is more plenti­
ful it is found in more dense stands with western white pine, 
Engelmann spruce, western hemlock, alpine fir, and lodgepole 
pine; in the moist bottoms its associates are westerns red# 
cedar and grand fir and western hemlock* According to Benson 
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(1916) larch never exists in pure stands after eighty years. 
Normality decreases from one hundred per cent at eighty years 
to sixty per cent at two hundred fifty years to twenty per 
cent at four hundred fifty years# 
Altitudinal Pistribution'"*-'The altitudinal distribution 
of western larch is from 1,800 to 5,800 feet. The optimum 
elevation is slightly less than 3,000 feet. (Benson 1916). 
Pinchot (1907) stated that the altitudinal distribution of 
this species is from 2,000 to 7,000 feet. The writer believes 
that 7,000 feet is rather high; near Missoula, Montana, which 
lies in the southeastern corner of the larch range, larch is 
rarely found above 6,000 feet. 
Associated Species—The large difference in altitudinal 
extremes, and ability of larch to grow on both moderately 
dry and moist sites implies that it will have a great number 
of associated species. At the higher elevations it is common­
ly associated with Engelmann spruce, alpine fir, and lodgepole 
pine. The associated species at moderate elevations are: 
Engelmann spruce, alpine fir, grand fir, Douglas fir, western 
white pine, western hemlock, and ponderosa pine. At the low­
est elevations its associates are: western redcedar, western 
hemlock, western white pine, grand fir, ponderosa pine, and 
Douglas fir. In the first rotation following a severe fire 
larch will appear with all species below 5,000 feet. (Larsen 
1916). According to Larsen (1930) the vegetation found within 
or underneath larch stands is as follows: 
Amelanchier alnifolia Nutt. ..... .June berry 
Arctostaphylos uva-ursi (1.) Spreng#. .Kinnikinnick 
18 
Antennar^ rosea (D.C. Kat.) Green. • • .Everlasting 
Antennarla racemosa Hook .Everlasting 
Berberis repens Lindl. . .Oregon Grape 
Galyp3o"^orealis Salisb 
Gastllleja mlnl^ta Dougl .India paint 
brush 
Geanothus velutinus IX>ugl Mountain 
balm 
Chimaphila umbellata (L.) Nutt Princess 
Pine 
Drymooallis glandulosa (Lindl.) Rydb. . 
Fragaria Wild 
Strawberry 
Linnaea borealis L o.«.. .Twin 
Flower 
I^nioera utahensis Wats., ....... .Honeysuckle 
Pacnystijaa myrslnites Raf . .Goat brush 
Sympliorioarpos racexaosus Mich.. .... .Snowberry 
Silver brush 
Mountain ash 
CLimTIC ANL imPHIC FACTORS 
Teiaperature"*'We3tern larch is a tree of the cooler re­
gions. Pinohot (1907) claimed the seasonal variation in temp­
erature was from minus 30 degrees Fahrenheit to 100 degrees 
Fahrenheit, while Benson (1916) set the seasonal variation at 
minus 40 degrees Fahrenheit to 95 degrees Fahrenheit, with 
the period of extreme heat not over forty-five days in dura"*!* 
tion. Generally, two months in the middle of the growing 
season are frost free. Kirlcwood (1922) is of the opinion 
that although larch endures a considerable diurnal range of 
tempei'ature, it is distinctly a tree of tiie cooler regions# 
Precipitation—Larch requires a minimum of sixteen inches 
of precipitation annually; optimum growth occurs where it 
receives thirty inches or more. (Benson 1916). According to 
Collingwood (1936) the larch region is characterized by long 
winters with moderate to heavy snowfall, frequent rains in 
the spring and fall, and hot dry summers. Whitford (1905) 
classified the larch-DougJas fir forest as a mesophytic 
plant foruBtion. 
Aspect—Larch seeks the mesophytic sites, avoids ridges 
and slopes exposed to drying winds and maximum ranges in 
temperatures. .(Larseni 1916/). Ideal sites are the lower 
north and east aspects. (Cunningham and Fullaway 1926). 
Benson (1916) found that slope has little influence on growth; 
a well watered southerly aspect is very favorable, and ex­
cellent grov/th is attained on fJats and benches. 
Soil—Larch xaakes better growth on a greater variety 
of soils than any of its associates. The best soils are well 
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watered, v^ell drained, deep, sandy clay-loaa. (Benson 1916). 
judworth (1918) found tmt the best grovitn is attained on 
soils supxjortiiig Lngeliuann spruce, v;estern redoedar, v^estem 
iieiulock and western tvhite pine« 
FACTORS COKTSOLLING THL HIITIAL i-3TABLISHi&NT OF 
V^ESTMN LARCH 
Natural regeneration of any species is desirable because 
it is the most economical way to reproduce a forest; it is 
not always th.e most dependable because many factors influence 
survival. Fisher (1935) believed that factors influencing 
survival were more important than factors affecting germination 
in determining the species compostion of forests. 
Seed Bed Requirements*— Like all fire species, larch re­
quires a burnt mineral soil for prompt regeneration. (Benson 
1916, Larsen 1916). According to Benson (1916) unburned min­
eral soil and scorched duff are not as favorable as burnt 
mineral soil for seed beds. Duff is not a favorable seed bed 
for any species except in places where moisture does not be­
come a critical factor. (Larsen 1924). In such places there 
usually is so little light that larch does not survive. 
Prought-—IviOisture is one of the more critical factors in 
the survival of seedlings. (Haig 1936). Although larch is 
capable of developing an excellent root system during the 
first year, (Benson 1916) rapid drying of tbs surface layers 
of the soil often overtakes root penetration, (Haig 1936) <, 
According to Larsen (1940) it is certain that both larch and 
ponderosa pine possess a market advantage over western white 
pine, the firs, western hemlock and western redcedar in a 
more rapidly developed tap root. Haig (1936) shows Douglas 
fir and grand fir roots penetrating deeper than western larch 
on his part sbade and full shade station?, but on the full 
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sun station larch Jiad the deeper root system* 
Halg (1956) conducted an extensive experiment at Priest 
River, Idaho, on the survival of seedlings In 1932 and 1923* 
The precipitation during the 1932 growing season, May through 
August, was 19.1 per cent below noruBl; precipitation during 
the 1933 growing season was 34*6 per cent below normal* These 
seasons were regarded as moderately severe to very severe from 
the stand point of seedling survival* Tbe drought mortality 
from this experiment in indicated in Table 5* 
Insolatlon«-'Hale (1936) found that heat girdling, caused 
by high soil surface temperatures, was the major physical 
causal agent of seedling mortality. In 1932 temperatures of 
135 degrees Fahrenheit and over were reached fifty-six times 
on duff surfaces, sixteen times on mineral surfaces, and thirty 
times on burnt mineral soil surfaces* The highest dally max" 
Ima recorded were 160 degrees Fahrenheit on duff, 144 degrees 
Fahrenheit on mineral, and 151 degrees Fahrenheit on burnt 
mineral surfaces* In 1933 the number of days which the soil 
surface temperature exceeded 135 degrees Fahrenheit were: 
sixty-eight on duff, twenty on mineral, and thirty-eight on 
burnt mineral* The insolation deaths of seedlings are pre­
sented in Table 5* 
Oompet it ion—Larch reproduction does not come in well 
on logged areas where there is considerable overhead shade 
and a heavy ground cover of brush and grass* (Brewster and 
Hansen 1915)• Conditions may exist where Indlvldvial her­
baceous and other plants would reduce the effect of clixoatic 
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TABLE SEEDLING MORTALITY^ CAUSED BY IHYSICAL FACTORS 
IN 1932 AND 1933. (HAIG 1936) 
Mortality percentages, by surface 
soil material, in terms of resid** 
ual seedlings 
Factor & tree species 
Station 1 Station Z Station 3 
100^ 24.3^ 4% 

















































Western ̂ ite pine. .. *55 66 60 6 22 14 0 0 0 
84 81 9 19 14 0 0 0 
Western larch...•«. ...74 79 75 16 32 24 0 0 0 
Lowland white fir*^. ...91 86 88 6 IS 8 0 0 0 
western hemlock.... •. • 62 56 58 33 41 37 0 0 0 
80 75 38 35 37 0 0 0 
75 73 18 27 22 0 0 0 
Drought 
Western white pine.  . e 8 6 7 T 1 T 47 34 41 
4 5 1 1 1 16 20 17 
Western larch....4. ... 4 4 4 1 3 2 90 94 93 
Lowland white fir®. ... 1 2 1 0 0 0 8 24 16 
Western hemlock......oS? 43 39 16 19 18 93 97 95 
20 24 2 10 6 51 68 60 
13 13 3 6 5 51 56 54 
l^igures presented are averagff of 193S and X953o 
^Including charcoal quadrat value 
31933 values oiily« 
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extremes and protect young larch. (Larsen 1940), 
Pinchot (1907) believed that the chief competitor of 
larch is lodgepole pine, the soil conditions for reproduction 
of both are very similar. The order of reproduction depends 
upon which species seeds the area first* If lodgepole has 
the start it shades out the larch, but if both start togeth­
er, larch preserves its position by more rapid hei^t growth. 
Larsen (1940) claims tbat competition between larch and Doug­
las fir is chiefly for soil moisture, and that in competition 
between larch and ponderosa pine, lack of soil moisture favors 
the pine. 
Light Requirement s*»-west em larch reproduction may not 
be as intolerant of overhead shade as is commonly thought* 
Kirkwood (1922) found that larch seedlings made more rapid 
height growth in half shade than they did in the open. Brew­
ster and Hansen (1915) made these interesting observations in 
the Flathead National forest, Montana. One observed area 
had been culled for ties, and later (1910) burned over by a 
surface fire* In 1915 there was a well distributed, well 
stocked stand of three to five year old larch. A road through 
the area stopped the fire; beyond this road, although the 
cuttings were approximately the same, practically no reproduc­
tion was found. The other observation made by these men was 
under a mature stand of larch through which a ground fire 
had run. Larch reproduction was seen growing well into the 
timber where there was considerable shade. The writer has 
also observed larch reproduction growing under mature larch 
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Where a ground fire had either prepared a seed bed or elim­
inated competition# Perhaps both factors are involved. 
Haig (1936) found that larch seedlings when grown in 
full shade (1953), had roots 0.5 to 1.8 inches long at the 
end of the first growing season, while those grown on the 
full sun station developed roots 6.1 to 13.4 inches long in 
the same period, iie concluded that lack .of light is not a 
direct factor in initial mortality, although it may be an im^ 
portant indirect factor in survival through its effect on 
root penetration. 
Full shade (five per cent sunli^t) appears to adversely 
effect the root penetration of the tolerants as well as the 
intolerants. The writer, using Tables 39 and 41 in Uaig 
(1936)y calculated the per cent difference in root penetration 
between the full sun station and the full shade station on 
July 29, 1933. The root penetration of the full sun station 
was taken as one hundred per cent, these percentages are as 
follows: western white pine 25.6, western larch 13.4, Doug­
las fir 30.6, lowland white fir 31.8, western redcedar 37.9, 
and western hemlock 37.5o Apparently dense shade does not 
provide any of the species with sufficient light to synthesize 
carbohydrates at their full capacity; thus, root penetration 
is adversely effected. 
Damping-off—Certain diseases generally grouped under 
the heading of damping-off cause serious seedling mortality. 
These diseases have been chiefly the concern of nurserymen, 
but the existence of the causal agent in the forest is well 
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known. (Hubert 1931). So loany coiotaon soil fungi are capable 
of attacking coniferous stems that the total absence of such 
attacks would be surprising. (Rathbun-Gravatt 1925). 
Some fungi can attack the unruptured seed, while others are 
capable of killing the seedling before it appears above the 
ground. (Hathbun-Gravatt 1931). 
Froat Damage**-Qocasionally larch suffers from frost damage, 
but the damage does not noticeably extend beyond the current 
season. (Benson 1916). 
Nursery Practi^—There has been little reason to repro­
duce larch in nurserjes, but it has been grown at the United 
States Forest Service nursery at Haugan, Montana, on more or 
less an experimental basis. 
Wahlenberg (1926) found that the seed of western larch 
exhibited some delayed germination. According to Olson (1930) 
the average (1911-1927) germination of western larch seed 
was thirty per cent. He found that fall sowing in the field 
resulted in better germination, althou^ larch could be satis­
factorily germinated from spring sown seed if it were first 
soaked for five days in tepid water. The minimum time for 
satisfactory germination of larch from greenhouse tests at 
Savenac nursery was sixty days. 
The results of Fisher's experimaits were published in 
1935. This experimental work on germination was done in a 
greenhouse with all types of natural soil surfac6s used as 
seed beds. Fisher used one hundred days for the germination 
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period this, the writer believes, is too long to be sig­
nificant for most nursery work. The results of fisher's 
work are presented in Table 6<, 
TABLE 6. COIvIPAKATIVE GEEKQIATIOK Oi WESTERN lARCH MD 
SOME ASSOCIATED SPECIES OR VARIOUS TYPES OF SUR­
FACE SOIL MATERIAL, (Fisher 1935). 
Surface Material and Per cent Germination 100 JDays 
Character of the Stand Western Western Western White Pine 
Hemlock Larch 1 yr.seed 2yr.seed 
Duff; Part.cut w.w.p. 4.6 8.8 13.8 2.2 
Duff; Virgin w.w.p# 23.6 40.8 20.2 1.8 
Duff; Virgin Mixed Stand 7.0 31.2 18.2 1.6 
Duff; 80 Year w.w.p. 10.6 29.4 15.6 4,0 
Bare Mineral Soil 7.8 11.2 21.6 4.4 
Ashes 11.8 30.4 35.8 10.0 
Duff 13.8 13.2 29.0 5.4 
Rotten Wood 6.4 36.0 26.6 5.8 
Sand 13.0 22.8 21.0 3.0 
Average Germination 10.9 24.8 22.4 4.2 
Viability Per Cent 
Knife Test 22.0 48.0 97.0 86.0 
Wahlenberg (1926) found that drilling seed (planting in 
rows) resulted in more rapid germination, but he found that 
broadcasting (scattering) was better because it was cheaper, 
and a few more seedlings were produced per sqmre foot of 
seed bed« 
Kirkwood (1928), V/ahlenberg (1926), and Olson (1930) 
agree that larch requires shade the first year in the seed 
bed. Wahlenberg (1926) said that no shade was required dur­
ing the second year© 
Kirkwood (1928) did some experimental nursery work at 
Montana State University in 1912-1916» The natural conditions 
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under which the nursery was established and conducted were 
those of the seioi-arid grassland* Some irrigation was done 
during the dry part of the summer. In this experiment two 
types of lath shade were used, both types provided half shade* 
The low shade was eighteen inches above the seed bed, but 
after the first season it was removed entirely. The high 
shade was enclosed with half shade sides, this simulated a 
good forest shade and out down reflected light as well as 
direct light. The data presented in Tables 7 and 8 were ob­
tained from seed sown in 1912* 
TABLE 7, THE RECORD Of SEED OF SIX SPECIES FROM TWELVE 
LOCALITIES SHOWING THE SURVIVAL AT THE END OF 
THE FIRST SUMMER. (Kirkwood 1928). 
seed Ylabll.l ilfS 
Source Survival Survival 
West. Wh. nne K.Idaho B5 r Ib^- i#2b • 1 lb. 5.5 
west. iSh. Pine W.Mont. 91 1 lb. 0#70 1 lb. 3.3 
Ponderosa Pine Idaho 94 4 o z .  28.30 4 oz. 7.7 
Ponderosa Pine N.CaUf. 91 8 oz« 40.00 24 oz. 10.4 
Lodgepole Pine Wyoming 96 4 o z .  0.60 3 oz. 3.6 
Western Larch N.Wash. 43 12 o z .  0.80 12 oz. 5.0 
Engel» Spruce Idaho 91 1 oz# 0.80 2 oz. 2.8 
Engel. Spruce E « Wa sh. 74 12 oz# 0.90 12 oz. 3,0 
Engel. Spruce Colo* 97 l^OZ # 1.60 2 oz. 9.9 
Douglas Fir W.Oregm 74 12 oz# 7.40 12 oz. 8.9 
Douglas Fir W.Wash. 94 7 oz# 4.80 8 oz. 6*3 
Douglas Fir Wyoming 46 3 oz# 9.50 4 oz. 5.5 
^ Viability apparent from physical examination. 
The greatest hei^t growth at the end of the first seas«> 
on was by Douglas fir (coast) with four and one balf inches. 
At the end of the second season the Douglas fir was exceeded 
by larch with thirteen inches, which increased to fifty-nine 
inches by the end of the fourth season. The more significant 
average heights are presented in Table 8# 
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TABLE 8. AVERAGE HEIGHTS 01 SEEDLINGS UNDER HIGH AND LOW 
SHELTER. ASTER THE FIRST TEAR THE LOW iliAMES 
WERE REMOVED LEAVING THE SEEDLINGS FULLY EXPOSED 
(Klrlcwood 1928). 
Average Height««*Inohes 
Spec4.es Seed xn 4 Months In 2 Years In 4 Years 
Source -HlgBTltiw ^igh Exposed ̂ igh Exposed 
West* Wh. Une iJ.ldaho 0.7b i.25 2,5 3.0 10*0 9.0 
West* Wh* Fine W.Mont. 1*50 1.00 2*0 2.5 8*0 8.0 
Ponderosa Pine Idaho 1.50 2.00 5*0 4.0 14*0 18.0 
Ponderosa Pine N.OaHf. 1*50 1.50 3*0 3.0 7.0 15*0 
Lodgepole Pine Wyoming 0.50 1.00 3*0 4*0 16*0 18.0 
Western Larch N.Wash. 1.00 1.00 10.0 8*0 40.0 
Engel* Spruce Idaho 0.25 0.37 1.5 2*0 6.0 6.0 
Engel. Spruce B.WaSh. 0.37 1.50 1.5 3*0 9.0 9.0 
Sngel* Spruce Colo. 0.50 1.00 1.5 1.5 6*0 6.0 
Douglas Fir W.Oregon 2.50 2.00 5.0 4.0 19.0 12.0 
Douglas Fir W.Wash. 2.00 2.00 8.0 .1 25*0 13.0 
Douglas Fir Wyoming 1.00 1.00 4.0 4*0 10*0 10.0 
1 Tops winter killed* 
After 1916 the seedlings were abandoned in the beds in 
which they were sown. Eleven years later (1927) there re­
mained a number of ponderosa pine three to eleven feet high* 
The maximum height of lodgepole was twelve feet and the max** 
imum height of larch was eight feet* Douglas fir had been 
practically eliminated, and none of the other species remained. 
Kirlcwood said, "That larch has survived at all is noteworthy, 
sensitive as it is to drought*" 
Field riantings*'*-A very limited number of field plantings 
of larch have been made. Many of these plantings were made 
in 1911 and 1912, and some of these were planted out of the 
natural range of the species. The majority of the plantings 
were classed as failures* All classes of nursery stock were 
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used, 2-0f S-^0, 1-2, and 2-l« One plantation of 2-0 stock 
ims classed as a partial success* (United States forest 
Serrlbe Plcmtlng Records)• Brewster (1918b) claimed that 
larch stock should be at least three years old, either seed** 
lings or transplants* The writer believes that these limited 
number of plantings are not representative of the type of 
planting which Is being done at present* 
The writer believes that larch should be planted to a 
12 z 12 foot spaclngo With such a spacing a crop of poles 
could be removed, and the well spaced remaining trees could 
later be hai^sted for saw timber* 
rilLVICLLTUiU. Oi- J-.i,hCH 
rteatexn larch cannot be adapted to any of tne sllvl-
cultural systouiB wuich perpetuate an all aged forest. Al-
thou^'h western lurch seedlir^s are not as intolerant as viias 
once tnougnt, the writer found no instance wnere larch was 
reported as advanced repro" 
duction. This, of course, 
does not iiuply that larch re­
production will not he found 
on logged areas wnere large 
openings have been made in the 
forest canopy. 
The writer believes that 
there are several ways in 
which larch can be naturally 
perpetuated in the forest. 
The use of fire as a silvi-
cultural tool is of prine Im­
portance in each case, 
1. Clear cut in strips ten 
chains wide, and dispose 
of the slash by broad­
cast burningo Benson (1916) found that larch would 
satisfactorily restock an area for five chains from the 
parent tree. 
Logged larch-Douglas 
fir and ponderosa pine 
forest. Note the larch 
reproduction in the cen­
ter of the picture# 
f 
S2 
2. Clearcut leaving tvao or three vigorous seed trees 
per acre, broadcast burn the slash. Benson (1916) 
wrote that one seed tree would satisfactorily restock 
an acre within three years. The wind firmness, fire 
resistance, and long life of larch make it an excellent 
seed tree risk. These seed trees should furnish quality 
timber at the end of the rotation. 
3. Broadcast a ligtit surface fire over the area three 
to five years prior to logging. Clearcut when the re­
production is establisiiBd. No slash disposal is neces­
sary, since larch slash presents little fire hazard 
after the first year following logging. 
The term clearcutting in the western United States is 
a figure of speech. It merely means that all merchantable 
timber is removed from the stand. The size of the remaining 
trees will vary, depending upon the price of lumber, from 
twelve to twenty inches d. b. h. The better a logging 
community is equipped to produce salable products from the 
available timber supply, the smaller the minimum diameter 
limit will be; thus, a -community equipped to make lumber, 
veneer, treat poles and fence posts, produce pulp, and wood 
fuel products will utilize smaller trees, and all of the 
forest species. If all of the production of the forest can 
be utilized, the logged area will be ready to produce the 
more important intolerant lumber species without extensive 
seed bed preparation entailing liberati •n,cuttings, and/*rj 
girdling and poisoning work* 
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Recovery After Release'^^One of the reasons for partially 
cutting a forest is to provide the reserve trees with a great­
er abundance of the essential growing factors to accelerate 
growth rate. (Roe 1948c). Larch shows various response to 
release. Bemon (1916) found that larch would readily res« 
pond to release up to the age of eighty years, thereafter it 
decreased so that after two hundred years recovery is slight. 
V/arner (1921) stated that larch on cut-over lands recovered 
from suppression, and responded to thinning# The increased 
growth rate was loaintained for ten to thirty years, and in 
some cases the increase was from sixty rings per inch to eight 
rings per inch# 
A stidy of representative cuttings made in the larch 
Douglas fir forests twenty to forty years ago in the vicinity 
of Kalispell, Montana, was published in 1937. (Anonymous)» 
This study was based upon eighty-six sample plots located on 
fair to good sites. The results are presented in Table 9^ 
Roe (1948a) constructed a chart for classifying the vigor 
of western larch and Douglas fir trees. The factors affect 
ting vigor, which are used in this classification are; 
1. Position of the tree in the stand 
2* Size and condition of crown 
3, Age 
48 Disease (Mistletoe) 
The three classes of trees were designated as: (A) good 
vigor, (B) fair vigor, and (C) poor vigor. The classifications 
are shown in Table 10. 
In a study of an old logging area Roe (1948b) found that 
larch made insignificant growth after loggingc This was 
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TABLE 9. AVERAGE DIAJyiETSR BBEAST HIGH IN INCHES^ BEJ-QRE 
AND AFEER PAHTIAL CUTTING OF THE STAND, FOR vVES-
TERN lARGH, DOUGLAS JIR, AND ENGLEMANN SPRUCE, 
GROWING ON miR TO GOOD SITES (ANONYMOUS 1957) 
Diameter at indicated:Diameter; Diameter at indicated number 
number of years :at time ; ot years after cutting 
before cutting ; of ; IS 20 40 
20 years 10 ye^ars ; cutting z years years years years 
Yifestern Larch 
4.0 5.2 6.6 7.9 
5.2 5.7 6.0 6.6 7.7 8.7 9.4 
7,1 7.6 8.0 8.8 lOol 11.3 12.2 
8o7 9.4 10.0 10.9 12ol 13.1 13.9 
10.8 11.4 12.0 12.8 14.1 14.9 15.9 
ia;2§6 13.S 14.0 15.0 15.9 16.8 18.1 
14.6 15.3 16.0 16.9 18.1 19.0 19.7 
Douglas Fir 
0o9 1.6 2.0 3.1 4.7 6.2 7.1 
2.6 3.4 4.0 4.8 6.1 7.1 7.9 
4.7 5.4 6.0 6.7 7.7 8.5 9.3 
6.7 7.4 8oO 8.9 9.9 10.8 11.8 
8.6 9.4 10.0 lloO 12.2 12.9 13.7 
10.4 11.3 12.0 13.1 14.2 15.1 17.0 
12.3 13.3 14.0 15.2 16.4 17.2 17.9 
14.2 15.2 16.0 17o2 18.2 18.9 19.9 
Engelmann Spruce 
0.7 1.5 2.0 3.9 5.8 7.8 8.7 
2.9 3«6 4.0 5.1 6.9 8.5 9,4 
4.5 5.3 6.0 7.3 9.3 10.6 11.8 
6.4 7.3 8.0 9.4 11.1 12.2 12.8 
7.7 8.9 10 <,0 11.5 13.0 13.9 14.4 
10.4 11.2 12.0 13.5 14.9 15.7 16.7 
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TABLE 10« GHiEACTESISTICS FOR CIASSIFYING THE VIGOR OF 
WESTERN LilRCH AND D0UGL4S FIR ESSIDiaL TREES 
IN lAROH-FIR TYEE IN mSTlRN MONTANA (ROE 
1948A)« 
1. Posltton 
2. langih of Cram loagth lib pttrcant of th« 
total heî t or Xoag«r. (bniauaX-
wlda crown aajr be •horter but 
not Isaa than 30 p«ro«at. 
I CroMQ width ararcge or wider. 
branches and foliage nodoratolor 
uigMr (>alf of croim usuAUy 
strffiigljr eptumed and no <lro<̂  
Ing branehss. 
- Bark is usuallj' 
dark in color and ridged or only 
•lightly aealy with deep flAsurea 
botween scales. Bark appears 
rough< These bark eharaoters 
gpljr to wsstw 
3}ouglaa-flr 
Bark ustuimjr baa broad, cOrky 
ridees at the base, with 11(̂  
broen new bark prooinantly ex­
posed ia the f issures, becoesing 
unifoialy and finely ridead and 
dark ̂ ve. .The tipper quwter 
or Dore of the bole usually has 
saooth or slightly checked light 
BTW bark. 
Ko mistlatot infectloo. 
Crown length usually froo 20 to 
liO percent of total height, lb 
narrow crcnna greater length say 
be allowed. 
Crown csuaUy arerage width. 
May be nirrow and Icng cr wide 
aaa short. 
Occasixmal dead twigs present, 
usually no dead branehee in the 
erown. &'anch«a and foliage of 
ooderate density, Oecasiooally 
large orowns of extreosly open 
density. Usually the tqiper 
teanohM eltter upturned «r hor-
isontal, with drooping branches 
m t̂  lower >lf.,<rf__(aswn. 
of tree, becoo-
ing scaly above, nates not well 
defined, but bark appears rela-
tiTely aoooth. These bark char~ 
acWs yply to —' ~ 
C (Poor vigor; 
Usually interoediata a 
pressed, occasionally eoda»-
Inant and rarely doalnant 
Crown length, usually will not 
exceed 20 percent of total 
height. ̂  extreaely n 
crowns greater length oay be 
allowed, but not to sxoeed SO 
percent. 
Crown u8u«-"y narrow or occa­
sionally of average width. 
1̂ - Bark usually 
light in color with vellKiefined 
large, soooth bark plates and 
vary shallo* fissures between 
plates. Bark appears rery 
'"i. 'hese bark characters 
to weatem larch only 
•ky ridges at the base 
or tbe tree, beeooing unifaraly 
and finely ridged abore. Now 
light brown bark not as proslnent 
as la A Tigor and usually sxtond-
Ing only part way up the butt log. 
Dark, ron̂  bark extends at least 
thrse quarters or aore ̂ p the full 
length of the bole, 
Baric rarely h, the light brown 
bark exposed In the fis­
sures. Dark bark usually ex-
toMls to the tip. Frequently 
the entire bole has dark, fine­
ly ridged bark. 
h light aistletoe Trees with •Isibls indications 
of aoderste to bea'ty aistletoe 
infection should be placed in 
this vigor elASs. 
1/ R-squently in WMtm larch, short, stout branehee naar the tip give it the sppearanee of being pointed. This 
should not be confMed with k pointed growing tip which usually has numerous thin branches and is noraally 
t̂usely pointed. 
Tress with this tyoe of bark are orsrasture and usBaUy growing slowly. Iĥ  should be dropped one class below 
that in which tb>c vould otherwise classify. Dms, if a tree ({ualifias for A vigor, bnt possesses the light, 
ith bark with wĤ aftned plates and shallow f tsaures, it should be dropped to ths B vigor class. J 
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attributed to tbe type of selection cutting (economic sem 
lection) employed in the logging. Such cuttings remove the 
largest and better vigcxr trees which have the best growth 
potential. 
In a later paper Roe {1948c) correlated a number of 
factors in a more complete study of the effects of release* 
Data from 124 one fifth acre sample plots were used. These 
plots were located on twenty different cut-over areas in 
Western Montana, and were representative of nearly the entire 
range of site conditions. The factors treated in this study 
were; competition expressed as reserve stand volume of trees 
ten inches d. b. h. and larger, species, and vigor class* 
Vigor was found to be correlated with reserve stand 
volume and diameter growth. Diameter growth rates of ten 
years prelogging were compared with diameter grovsth rates of 
a similar postlogging period. The results of this study are 
presented in Figure 2. The space between the prelogging curve 
and the postlogging curve represents the response to release. 
For the most part the (A) and (B) vigor classes made a posi­
tive response, while (C) vigor trees made a positive response 
only in reserve stands of less than 3,000 board feet per 
acre. (Roe 1948c)© Negative response has been cross hatched 
for better presentation. 
The relative unimportance of western larch is again 
manifest by the limited number of thinnings which have been 
done. The writer knows of only two established thinning plots. 
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Figure 2. Growth response of weatern larch and Douglas -ftr 
by vf^or ciass m re(ation to reserve stand volumc f Roc/9 48«j 
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produce any data* The data from the other was worked up and 
is presented as an integral part of this paper, although it 
is an entirety in itself. 
This thinning experiment was discovered by the writer 
in his search for mterial on western larch. The following 
is a compilation of data obtained and procedures used. 
Looation«"^he thinned plot is located in T12N, E19W, 
about in the middle of sec. 11. It lies within tbe Fort 
Missoula Tiaiber Reserve in i^ttee Canyon southeast of Missoula. 
The approzinate elevation of this area is 4,500 feet. The 
plot is on a gentle northerly slope* 
History-'-This area was logged about 1900. The logging 
slash was bvirned. 
Millard C. Svenson and Richard Whitaker, Montana State 
University foresty students, established this thinning plot 
during the autumn quarter of 1932. This improvement cutting 
was made as a part of a research problem. According to Iven** 
son ̂  the area was selected because it was as uniform of type 
as any he had found in the Fattee Canyon drainage. This plot 
was established to determine the effect on the growth of the 
residual trees when the intermediate and suppressed trees 
were removed. 
The original plot contained 617 trees* After the thin­
ning was accomplished 218 trees remained; this includes 
five ponderosa pine and two douglas fir. These trees weie 
^ Memo to Xw N. Boe, May 12, 1949* 
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of the dominanty codominant, and intermediate croum classes. 
The standing trees were tagged at breast height with 
numbered galvanized tags. Diameter measurements were made 
with calipers above the tag; two caliper measurements, at 
right angles, were made on each tree. The average of these 
two readings was used as the diameter. 
The total height of each tree was measured either with 
a pole or with abney and tape. 
Sach tree was classified according to the silvicultuial 
classification of its crown. 
Thirteen trees were picked at random and increment bor» 
ings at one foot back were taken to determine tise age of the 
stand. 
A check plot was not established. According to Svenson^ 
a plot about one hundred feet in a northerly direction from 
the thinned plot in a small draw would answer the require<-
ments« 
The plot boundary was not permanently marked. 
An isolation strip around the plot was not made. 
First Reading^-M. C. Ivenson and C. Wellner returned to 
the plot in March, 1941, (eight growing seasons later). The 
diameter of each tree was taken with a diameter tape placed 
around the tree above the tag nail. No other readings were 
^ Copy of the plan by M. C. Evenson, March 11, 1942« 
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THIKilLL PLOT— Photographic point southvi;est 
corner of plot. Picture taken eastward. Border 
of plot indicated by line. 
THllNiltLL PLOT— Photographic point southwest 
corner of plot. Picture taken northvi/ard. 
Border of plot indicated by line. 
r 
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taken at this time# Bvenson noted that some trees were bent 
over from tlie snow. 
Second Reading—K. N. Boe and the writer revisited the 
plot in December, 1949, (nine growing seasons later). Each 
tree was measured with a diameter tape placed around the tree 
above the tag nail. The total heights of twenty per cent of 
the trees were taken. £ach tree was reclassified according 
to its silvicultural crown class. The boundary of the thinned 
plot was reestablished, marked, and the area surveyed with 
compass and tape* 
Check Plots'—-Both check plots were established in De­
cember, 1949, by K. N. Boe and the writer. 
Check Plot No. 1—This plot is located in the general 
area indicated by Evenson The plot lies in a small draw 
about one hundred fifty feet northwest of the thinned plot; 
it is circular and encloses one-twentieth of an acre. The 
plot center was picked at random from a group of five marked 
plot centers. 
The center of the plot was marked with a Douglas fir 
post five inches in diameter, blazed on four sides. The 
boundary was established with the aid of a metalic tape \ (ra­
dius 26.3 ft.). All living trees were tagged with aluminum 
tags at breast height. 
Measurexoents taken: 
1. D. b. h. of all live trees measured with 
diameter tape above the tag nail. 
^ Copy of plan by M. C. Evenson, March 11, 1942« 
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2. All dead trees were measured at d. b. h. and 
tallied on mortality sheet. 
3. Total heigJat measurements were taken with the 
aid of abney and tape. Trees with numbers 
ending in one and six were tallied. 
4. Age was determined by boring trees with numbers 
ending in two at one foot with an increment 
borer. 
5. Increment growth for the two periods, eight 
and nine years respectively, was determined 
by boring trees with numbers ending in zero 
and five at d. b. h. 
6. Bark thickness was determined from trees with 
numbers ending in zero and five by gauging 
bark at d. b. h. 
7. The silvicultural crown class of each tree 
was reported. 
Check Plot No. 2A^This plot is located about three hun­
dred feet down the slope in a northerly direction from the 
thinned plot; it is circular, and encloses one-fiftieth of 
an acre. The plot was picked, established, and measured in 
the same manner as Plot Ifo. 1. 
Computation of Data 
The average ages of the thinned plot. Check Plot No. 1, 
and Check Plot No. 2, were 44.5, 43.8, and 43.2 years respec­
tively. The age of all plots was assumed to be 44 years. 
Table 11 shows the avesrage heights of the dominant, co-
dominant, intermediate, and suppressed trees on the thinned 
plot in 1932 and 1949* 
Table 12 shows the average diameters of western larch 
trees on the thinned plot in 1932, 1941, and 1949, and the 
periodic increase^ 
4''i 
CIlLCi-. PLOT Mj.1— Photographic point blazed 
seven inch larch south ol" plot. Plot center 
indicated by arrow. 
CKiCK PLOT K0.2— Photographic point blazed 
four inch larch southwest of plot. Plot center 
indicated by arrow. 
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TABLE lie AVERAGEE HEIGHTS IN OP 
ON THINNED PLOT, 1932 AND 
































TABLE 12« AVEEiACaS DIAMETERS IN INCHES OF WESTLEN lARCH 
ON THE THINNED PLOT 1932, 1941, AND 1949 
1932 1941 1949 
Crown D.B.H.No.of D.B.M. No.of 8 yr. D.B.H. No. Of 9 yr. 
Class InchesTrees Inches Trees Incr* Inches Trees Incr* 
Used Used Used 
Dominant 4.33 34 5.35 34 1.01 6.62 35 1.27 
Codominant 3.29 123 4.01 122 .72 4.96 97 .95 
Intermediate 1 2.51 46 3.00 45 .49 3.43 56 .43 . 
Suppressed Removed -—- 2.49 19 .15 • 
^ This increase obtained by determining differences bet­
ween 1941 d. b* h* and 1949 d. b* h« for these trees« 
Difference in Growth fiates Between Thinned Plot and 
Check Plots^^The dominant and codoiainant trees are the only 
trees which can be expected to appear in the natinre stand* 
In the following calculations only these classes were con-
sideredo 
To determine if there was a significant difference bet­
ween the diameters of the trees on the check plots and the 
thinned plot, the paired difference method was used. The 
diameters of the trees on the check plot to be compared were 
set down in the order they appeared on the tally sheet; the 
crown class was noted. These diameters were paired vdth 
those on the thinned plot in the order they appeared on the 
tally sheet; dominants were paired first, then the codomi-
nants. A difference of over two is considered significant. 
The difference between the thinned plot and check plot Imo. 1 
was found to be 8.79; between the thinned plot and check 
plot No. 2 was 11.99. The significant difference between 
check plot No. 1 and check plot No. 2 was found to be 4.02. 
The writer kept the two check plots separate because of this 
factor. 
The bark thickness d. b. h. curve (i'igure 3) was con­
structed u-ing all the data from both check plots. Bark thick­
ness was correlated with d. b. h., therefore, the writer be­
lieved that this data could be safely combined in constructing 
the curve. This curve was carefully checked for fit. 
A bark thickness d. i. b. b. h. curve (Figure 4) was 
constructed using the data from both check plots. The orig­
inal bark thickness was doubled and then subtracted from the 
d. b. h. to get the d. i. b.; the original bark thickness was 
then plotted over the calculated d. i. be 
The data from these curves (Figure 3 and Figure 4) were 
used with the increment growth of the tv;o periods to project 
back the diameters of the dominant and codominant trees on 
the check plots to 1941 and 1922« These calculations are 
shown in Tables 13 and 14# 
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TABLE 13, AVEHAOE DIALiETEBS OF ViESTERN LARCH ON CHECK 





























































































6.5 .94 .62 4.9 .86 5.8 .84 .50 4.5 .80 5.3 
4.8 .70 .60 3.5 .60 4.1 .60 .74 2.8 .48 3.3 
5.3 .76 .56 4.0 .70 4.7 .68 .50 3.5 .60 4.1 
3.6 .52 .28 2.8 .48 3.3 .48 .30 2.5 .42 2.9 
3.7 .54 .32 2.8 .48 3.3 .48 .36 2.5 .42 2.9 
5.6 .82 .44 4.3 .76 5.1 .74 .28 4.1 .72 4.8 
3.3 .48 .18 2.6 .44 3.0 .42 .16 2.4 .40 2.8 
3.3 .48 .16 2.7 .46 3.2 .46 .10 2.6 .44 3.0 
Mean 4.06 Mean 3.64 
Obtained from Figure 3, 
^Obtained from Figure 49 
TABLE 14« ATORAGE DL&METERS OF WESTERN LARCH ON CHECK 
PLOT NO. 2 PROJECTED BACK TO 1941 AND 1932 
• 
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4.1 .60 .40 3.1 .54 3.6 .52 .40 2.7 .46 3.3 
2.5 .36 .16 2.0 .32 2.3 .32 .20 1.8 .30 2.1 
2.4 .34 .16 1.9 .30 2.2 .30 .14 1.8 .30 2.1 
2.6 .36 .16 2.1 .34 2.4 .34 .14 1.9 .30 2.2 
3.8 .54 .50 2.8 .48 3.3 .48 .40 2.4 .44 2.8 
2.6 .36 • 08 2.2 .36 2.6 .36 .16 2.1 .34 2.4 
3.1 .44 .26 2.4 .40 2.8 .40 .30 2.1 .34 2.4 
4.0 .58 .28 3.1 .54 3.6 .52 .24 2.8 .48 3.3 
3.0 .42 .32 2.3 .38 2.7 .38 .22 2.1 .34 2.4 
3.8 .54 .32 2.9 .50 3.4 .48 .32 2.6 .44 3.0 
6.2 .90 .32 5.0 .88 5.9 086 .36 4.7 .82 5.5 
3.3 .48 .48 2.3 .38 2.7 .38 .36 2.0 0 S2 2.3 
Mean 3.13 Mean 2.82 
^btained from Figure 3« 
^Obtained from Figure 4. 
Tlae average diameters of both, of the check plots and 
the thinned plot are compared graphically in Figure 5* Note 
tliat the average diameter of check plot No. 1 exceeds that 
of the thinned plot in 193Se 
The average heists of both of the check plots and the 
thinned plot are compared graphically in Figure 6. The point 
of demarcation by the check plots has been arbitrarily taken 
as 1932. No past data on height growth could be obtained 
except by methods which would require the destruction of tbe 
trees. 
• number of computations were loade in an attempt to 
explain the significant difference between check plot No. 1 
and check plot No. 2. 
The number of trees per acre was determined. The total 
numb•l^rofoliving and dead trees on the sample plots were used 
for the 1932 stand estiioate. 
TAB1£ 15 • NUlieilB OF 
SEWNTEM 
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and converted to an acreage basis* Tliese ivalt»s are shown 
in Table 16* 
lEABLS 16* BASAL ABSA^ IN SQUASIS FE&T I£B ACSEg 0? THE 
LXVINa THES3 (ALL SPECI23) IN 1949 
Plot Basal Area Basal Area 
All Trees Dom. and Codom. only 
Thinned 119.01 93.91 
Check No. 1 135.95 97.40 
Check No. 8 127.88 83.94 
The average area occupied by each tree was calculated* 
The values for 1932 were computed using both the living and 
dead trees found on the check plots, and the total nund^er of 
trees found of ttae thinned plot before thinning. These values 
are shown in Table 17* 
TABIS 17* A7EBAGS AR2A, IN SQUARE JE&T, OCCUPIED BY BACH 
TRB2 
Plot 1932 1949 1949 
jU.1 Trees All Trees IX>ffiinants and 
Codoadnants 
fhlnned 105 577SI 
Check No. 1 14.42 14.31 55.85 
Check No. 2 5.81 8.89 33.51 
dSCIBSION 
3ite**»The writer believes that the thinned plot and 
check plot No. 2 are on comparable sites; check plot No. 1 
is on a slightly more favora:ble site due to its location in 
the small draw* 
Growth^-This thinned plot has produced trees of larger 
diameter and greater height than either of the check plots 
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of comparable age* 
Thinned Plot*"The original and subsequent work on this 
plot has been carefully doiB , but the fact remains, there is 
no isolation strip around the plot. This xnay still be accom­
plished by reducing the size of the plot. Evenson ^ said that 
the original thinning was not heavy enough. This is more 
apparent today; there are seventy-eight trees in the inter­
mediate and suppressed crown classes. Most of these trees 
should be removed from the plot to preserve the present 
growth rate. Although the spacing of the dominants and co-
dominants approximates an 8.5 x 9 foot planted spacing, this 
is not a comparable spacing because these trees are not 
equally distributed over the area. 
Check Plots—Check Plot No. 1 was comparable to the 
thinned plot in 1932 (pre-thinning) as to the number of trees 
per acre, and in basal area per acre in 1949. 
Check plot No. 2 had the equivalent of 7,500 trees per 
acre in 1932. This was about two and one half times as many 
trees as were on the thinned plot (pre-thinning), and over 
twice as many trees as were on check plot No. 1. Competi­
tion between individual trees on this plot began at an earlier 
age; this, the writer believes, accounts for the suppression 
of diameter and height growth. 
^ Memo to K. N. Boe, May 12, 1949. 
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gjgures 5 and These figures are not growth curves# 
The average diameters (Figure 5) and the average heights 
(Figure 6) were plotted and these points connected# 
C0KCLl;3I0KS 
This larch thinning experiment indicates tliat increased 
diameter and height growth can be expected in thinned stands. 
Larch should be thinned after the stand laas become well 
established, and the dominancy of the individual trees has 
been displayed. 
If no subsequent thinnings are planned, the initial 
thinning should be heavy, leaving no more than 300 stems per 
acre. 
Only well spaced dominants and codominants should remain; 
there is little tendency for suppressed and intermediate 
trees to gain in vigor and advance into the desirable crown 
class. 
of ^.-istlrk limch 
larcli has comparatively few natural enemies; as can 
be expected, tiie most potential diseases and pests are those 
which have been introduced from Europe# 
Needle Diseases—Schmitz (1923) made a study of larch 
leafcast (Hypodermella laricis Tubeuf.) in northern Idaho. 
This disease appears to be endemic, increasing to epidemic 
proportions when climatic conditions are favorable. The 
infected needles instead of being deciduous remain on the 
tree until the following spring. Besides killing needles 
it also kills a great number of the short leaf bearing spurs, 
and possible a limited number of larger branches. The attacks 
of leaf cast appear to be more severe on sapling and snail pole 
stands. Although Schmitz made no study of the growth rates, 
he surmised that reduction of the leaf-surface must retard it. 
One of the rusts (Melampsora bigelowii Thum.), has been 
discovered on western larch; this disease does insignificant 
damage to the needles of the leading shoot. (Weir and Hubert 
1918)o 
tfood Rotting fungi•^-The common wood rotters of larch as 
listed by Miller and Cvinningham (1927) are; i'omes pini (Thore) 
Lloyd, Fomes laricis (Jack.) Murr., Polyporous Schweinitzii 
Fr., and Polyporous sulphureus (Bull.) Fr. Fomes pini and 
Fomes laricis are usually confined to the aaain and upper part 
of the bole, and are the most destructive. Polyporous 
Schweinitzii and ̂  sulphureus are butt rotters; hence, most 
of the rot is usually removed vvijen tiie tree is long butted. 
Pinchot (1907) stated ttet larch usually reciains souxid for 
one hundred fifty years. If this is the case, larch grovm on 
short rotations should have little rot. 
Canker—Hahn and Ayers (1943) innoculated five dorioant 
specimens of western larch with European larch canker (Dasy-
scypha wlllkommil Hart.), and found one tree susceptible to 
the disease. Henry (1922) wrote that canker attacks were one 
of the reasons why western larch was not a successful intro­
duction in England. Boyce (1928) found no instance of larch 
canker growing on western larch in the United States. 
Insects—The larch sawfly (Lygaeoneiaatus erichsonii 
Hartig) is occasionally found destroying the teminal shoots 
of western larch. This insect is not found in great numbers 
in western United States, but its presence must be considered 
a threat to larch. According to Hewett (1912) this insect 
was introduced from England. 
Mistletoe—The dwarf mistletoe (Arceuthobium campy-
lopodum Engelm. forma laricis (Piper) Gill) is one of the 
worst pests of larch, rfeir (1916a) found that no tree of 
any age was safe from infectiono He also observed that 
suppressed trees were seldom damaged. This was attributed 
to the protection afforded by the overtopping trees, since 
mistletoe is positively phototropio, and to the fact tiaat 
fewer vulnerable points of easy infection exist. 
Trees which escape suppression by more rapid height 
growth are usually infected when the crown begins to spread. 
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Once mistletoe is established, the characteristics of the 
infection are manifested by the thinning and shortening of 
the needles, and the fornation of brooms by the branches. 
These brooms catch and hold old needles and saow "vvhich adds 
to their weight. The greatest damage to larch is caused by 
the wind pruning these over loaded branches. (Vveir 1916a), 
Large burls develop where 
the infection occurs near the 
base of the branch. This in­
fected wood is weaker, and the 
branches are wind-pruned as 
rapidly as they are regenerated. 
The exposed heartwood provides 
an entrance for fungi and in­
sects which further reduce 
the merchantable portion of 
the tree. (Weir 1916a). 
Weir (1916b) found that 
both height and diameter 
growth was reduced by infection 
to nearly half that of unin­
fected trees. Severe infes­
tations can kill trees by reducing the volume of the crown. 
Spike top is almost a universal characteristic of heavily 
infested larch. 
The writer made no intensive study of mistletoe, but 
field observations in several areas have led him to believe 
Mistletoed larch near 
Missoula, Mont. 
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that either the xiiisteltoe of larch or the mistlfctoe of Doug­
las fir campylopodum |,ngelin« i'orma ix^u^lasii (Piper) 
Gill) is capable of infecting both tree species. Mistletoe 
in the vicinity of Missoula, Montana, is spotty, and in­
variably on these ppots one will find both larch and Douglas 
fir infected. 
Control of Diseases and Pests—Most native diseases and 
pests do not present much of a control problem; some do so 
little damage that control is not feasible; and many probably 
vyill be controlled vi/hen the forests are managed under shorter 
rotations. Weir (1916b) advocated that mistletoe be controlled 
by clauses in timber sales contracts which required the cut­
ting of all mistletoed trees large and small. 
Exotic diseases are at all times a potential threat. 
Several severe infestations of the larch sawfly have occurred 
on the tamarack in eastern North America. Boyce (1938) wrote 
that there had been two outbreaks of larch canker in eastern 
United States, but both had been successfully controlled# 
IROEERTIES aHIJ USES OF vii-STM^N LaRCH 
Western larch iieartwood is a pleasing russet or reddish 
brown. The straw or cream-colored sapwood is usually so thin 
it is practically all removed when the log is slabbed. Nar­
row, uniformly spaced annual rings with sharply contrasting 
dark summerwood and light springwood gives larch lumber a 
distinctive grain. The slightly resinous wood has no dis­
tinctive odor or taste, (Johnson and Bradner 1932). Cunn­
ingham and Fallaway (1926) claimed tiiat carefully sawn larch 
logs should yeild twenty-five per cent select lumber, while 
Anderson (1923) -found one mill producing over thirty per cent 
selects# 
Characteristic Defects—Knots in larch are small, sound, 
and freq[uently occur in clusters; in mill run lumber the 
average size is i.ess than one half inch in diameter. Shake 
occurs in about si3t and one half per cent of the lumber. 
The practice of long butting in the woods is responsible for 
this small amount of shake. Pitch pockets occur in about 
five per cent of the boards. Pitch streaks are found less 
frequently in larch than in any,;Of the softwoods that are 
subject to pitch. (Johnson and Bradner 1932). 
Splits are the most common defect of larch lumber, about 
twenty per cent of the boards are split, but practically all 
of these are of the short or medium type. (Johnson and Brad­
ner 1932)• 
Strength— ttfestern larch is one of the strongest soft­
woods, The writer finds that a wide descrepancy exists in 
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the strength properties of the published United States tests 
and the published Canadian tests* The United States results 
are Invarlablir much lower than the Canadian* Drow (1949) 
stated that the tests made over forty years ago at the UnlT* 
erslty of Ifeshlngton were probably not representatlre of the 
main body of western larch ayallable or now being produced* 
Results of recent extensive tests by the Forest Products lab* 
oratory, liadlson, Wisconsin, show a substantially higher stre* 
ngth In xBOSt properties of Ald'-growth western larch* The 
recent study Alaosshows some difference In the strength of 
materials from second^growth and old-growth trees, with the 
younger trees slightly stronger, on the aTerage, than mature 
trees* 
In Figure 7 the revised ralues for larch are taken as 
one hundred points, and are represented by the solid bars* 
As zDsy he seen In the charts, shock resistance and stiffness 
are the strength properties which show the greatest Increase* 
Beslstanee to Decay—The durability of western larch Is 
readily noted in the forest* On areas ravaged by fire where 
all timber has been killed larch r^oalns standing for many 
years after the other species have decayed and fallen* (Ross) 
The writer found tbat It Is not uncommon for larch snags to 
remain standing and sound for twenty-flye years and longer 
after death* 
The relative durability of untreated heartwood Is pre* 
sented below* The durability of commercial white oak was 
taken as one hundred points* (Anonymous undated)* 
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Revised From Drouj  (1949) 
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Speciea Point s 
Western redoedar 
Western larch 
Douglas fir (mill run) 













Shrinkage^-The graph in Figure 7 indicates that western 
larch is high in volumetric shrinkage. High shrinkage is, 
as a general rule, a characteristic of the denser woodSo 
Volumetric shrinlsage of larch is approximately 13.5 per cent. 
Johnson and Bradner (1932) stated that when once dry» larch 
responds slowly to moisture changes, and because of its 
straight grain generally does not warp. 
Weight—western larch is one of the densest softwoods. 
An approximate average of the specific gravities based upon 
green volume and oven dry weight is .50. At twelve per cent 
moisture content the wood weighs thirty-six pounds per cubic 
foot. (Anonymous 1948). Since western larch is heavier than 
any of the western coxomercial softwoods, the traiisportation 
charges are somewhat higher. 
Nailability—A great deal of trouble is experienced when 
nailing western larch. The wood has a tendency to split when 
too large a nail is used, but this is conoaon to most dense 
species. Splitting can be safely reduced by the use of 
smaller, blunt-pointed nails because of the excellent nail 
holding ability of larch. (Johnson and Bradner 1932). The 
nail holding power of some of the western softwoods is pre­
sented in Table 18. 
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TABLE 18» NA.IL HOLDING POV®R OF A SEVEN PENNY CEMENT 
COATED KAIL DRIVEN li INGHB3 INTO 2 X 2 at 6 







Average nailholding power» 
in pounds, for one nail 
driven into; 
End Radial Tang, 
surf* Surface Surface 
weBtttxn larch .58 4.4 180 299 319 
Doug«fir (Coast) .51 6.3 183 273 296 
West* wh. pine .45 8.2 134 255 246 
Ponderosa pine •44 6.6 132 224 233 
- Based upon volume and weight of oven dry wood® 
Paintability«"-Laroh like Douglas fir takes and holds 
ordinary paint poorly, but a lasting finish can be obtained 
if the wood is well seasoned, and following directions ad­
hered to« The priming coat should be thick, tough, and 
flexible. A time tested formula recommended for priming 
larch is as follows: 
One hundred pounds of soft paste white lead 
Four to six gallons of linseed oil 
Three quarts of turpentine 
One pint of liquid drier 
This formula will make eight to ten ^llons of paint* 
Aluminum paint makes a good priming coat^ but the manu'^ 
facturer*s directions for priming should be rigidly followed. 
Whatever covering is used should be well brushed out to force 
the paint into the wood in order to provide a well anchored 
base for the subsequent coats. A three coat covering is 
recommended for all new surfaces. (Anonymous 1948)* 
All types of stains can be applied to larch without 
special precaution. Stains will bring out the beautiful 
deslga of flat grained paneling or wood work* (Anonymous 
1948), 
Maoliining*'*-Smooth surfaces are easily obtained on wes^ 
tern larch, but the power requirement is relatively high. 
The tendency of quarter sawn boards to feather is usually 
the result of working the wood when wet, or dull knives on 
the Biachine* Planing the wood when wet or green tends to 
loosen the grain. (Johnson and Bradner 1932)* 
Gluing*>-Western larch glues satisfactorily. Joints as 
strong as the wood in shear and tension perpendicular to 
the grain can be readily made. (Johnson and Bradner 1952). 
The strength of larch and its good gluing characteristics 
mattes it an excellent material where glued or laminated 
material is required. (Anonymous 1948}• 
USES OF ]«il£ST£Bfi lARCH 
Lumber—'Western larch lumber can be utilized in many 
ways. It is an excellent framing, sheathing, and subflooring 
material for dwellings since it possesses the desirable 
qualities such as rigidity, strength, nailholding ability, 
and minimum shrinkage. (Anonymous 1940}« 
For wall sheathing No. 4 common is the most economical 
to use. Tests by the Western Pine Association Research 
•laboratory have proven conclusively that lumber grades do 
not have as much bearing on strength properties as do the 
fastenings which hold the board in place, llumber 3 or No. 4 
common is recommended for subfloors. (Anonymous 1948). 
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Good siding lumber oan be oade from larch* When properly 
seasoned, then properly Installed, painted, and loalntalned, 
larch will resist weathering as long as the building will give 
the service* Hotel Margaret in Bonner, Idontana, was con* 
structed entirely of larch in 1896* The building is still in 
good condition, and is still being used for its original 
purpose* (Anonymous 1948)* 
The pleasing color and grain of western larch makes it 
X 
desirable for interior trim and paneling* If it has been 
properly seasoned it will take and hold any paint made b^ 
a reputable laanufacturer* lAroh flooring has the ability to 
take and maintain a good appearance* Edge grain 
larch is probably the most durable of all softwood flooring* 
(Anon. 1948)* 
Industrial Pse8«»«*Laroh has the strength, durability, 
and ability to resist abrasion which are the prime prerequi* 
sites for &>od service in industrial and heavy construction 
use. Vhen used as bridge plank and factory flooring tests 
have shown that it should be laid with the convex side of 
the annual ring as the wearing surface. For factory flooring 
larch should be dry and surfaced before laying to provide 
a smooth even surface for hand truck traffic. (Anon* 1948)* 
The strength of western larch implies that it is an 
excellent material for trusses. Long clear roof spans are 
possible when Teco connectors are employed. The writer 
feels that this field has not been eiplored to its fullest 
degree; probably due to the ridiculously low modulus of 
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elasticity whioli was shown by the 1913 tests. When the new 
working stresses are published, western larch will probably 
gain in popularity for this use. 
Larch lumber is suitable for many other uses; concrete 
forms, pallet stock, railroad oar construction, silos, tight 
cooperage, irrigation flumes, heavy duty orates, tanlcs, 
pole cross arms, sash and frames, doors, and stadium seats 
are most of them* (Anon. 1948, Johnson and Bradner 1932)* 
Poles—-In recent years larch has been recognized as a 
pole species, although it has been used occasionally for 
this purpose in the larch region for years. An outstanding 
example of this use is found near Baker, Oregon where a 
transmission line of untreated larch poles were set in 1904« 
These poles were stubbed off at the ground line in 1946 and 
reset because the tops were still sound* The writer feels 
that forty«>two years is a good service record for any un­
treated pole* 
Drow (1949) stated that shock resistance and stiffness 
are the strength properties of larch which ar® highly 
desirable in poles. The writer found that the straight 
grained character of the species is also an attribute in 
poles; once sat in place, they have little tendency to 
twist* 
In the bulletin by Wilson (1946) new fiber stress 
ratings for poles were advocated. These new ratings were 
based on the fact that lodgepole pine has been giving satis­
factory service at a stren^h rating which wa« twenty per 
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cent above the modulus of rupture of small green specimens. 
These fiber stress ratings are presented in Table 19 under 
the lodgepole pine basis. According to Drow (1949) the 
American Standards Association approved a revision of their 
specifications for wood poles (a# S* 15.1-1948) in whlfih 
the fiber stress of western larch was established at 8,400 
pounds per square inch. 
Wilson (1946) made up another table based upon the 
National Electrical Safety Code figures for western redcedar. 
Western redcedar is rated about ten per cent higher than the 
average mudulus of rupture of small green specimens. These 
fiber stresses are also shown in Table 19 under the western 
redcedar basis. 
TABLE 19. ULTimTE FIBER STRESSES FOR WOOD POLLS IffiiRIVED 
BY TVro PROCEDURES. (Wilson 1946). 
Species 
Ultimate fiber Stress 
LodgeTOle Pine Basis 
Pounds per sq.inch 
West^HSidcedar Basis 
Pounds per sg.inch 
Engeimann^spruce 5,200 
Ponderosa pine 6,000 5,200 
Western white pine 6,000 5,200 
Western redcedar 6,000 5,600 
Lodgepole pine 6,600 6,000 
Western hemlock 7,400 6,600 
Douglas fir (Mtn.) 8,400 6,600 
Douglas fir (Coast) 8,400 7,400 
Western larch 8,400 7,400 
Southern yellow pine 8,400 7,400 
The writer believes that the weight of larch poles cannot 
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be considered a disadvantage for its use or sMpment. A 
smaller larch pole will have the same strength properties 
which a larger pole of some other species will have; thus, 
if the specifications called for a larch ten inches in 
diameter at ground line, it would require a twelve inch lodge-
pole pine or a thirteen inch western redcedar to fulfill 
them. 
Durability is a desirable feature in poles, but with 
modern preservative treatment almost any species will giwe 
satisfactory service. The sapwood of larch is easily pene­
trated by any method of treatment, but the heartwood is pene­
trated with difficulty, (McLean 1935). Care must be ex^ 
ercised in preparing larch poles for treatment. Only a small 
amount of the thin sapwood can be removed in the peeling 
process or difficulty will be experienced in getting proper 
depth of preservation treatment. 
Since the thickness of sapwood is an important factor 
in the treatment of poles, the writer examined the sapwood 
of a small selected sample of young rapidly growing larch. 
No sapwood was found to be less than one inch in thickness, 
the average was approximately 1.2 inches. These trees v^ere 
growing at a rate of slightly more than two inches d. b. h. 
per decade. The average d. b. h. was 7.2 inches, and the 
average age at breast height was slightly over thirty years. 
Piling**-W. R. Ross believes that western larch is 
unsurpassed as a piling species. It can be obtained in any 
dimension required, it is exceedingly tough and strong, 
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drives easily without shattering, and has the desired dura­
bility. According to Johnson and Bradner (193E) larch has 
the strength necessary to withstand driving, and the imrd-
ness to resist mashing under the driving hammer. Larch can 
be used untreated, but under conditions favorable to decay, 
if long life is desired it should be treated. Western larch, 
Douglas fir, and the southern pines are classified as the 
softwood species best adapted to use as piling. 
Gross Ties-'^The writer found tiaat western larch is 
rapidly becoming the preferred tie species in the Inland 
Impire. Preframing and boring have practically eliminated 
splitting. Splitting is so common in all tie species that 
recently the Horthern Pacific Railroad made it a policy to 
place end irons in every tie regardless of species. Ross 
wrote tbat western larch ties were preferred by the British 
Columbia railroads because many years of experience had 
demonstrated their ability to withstand rail cutting. 
Side hardness is the property of a wood which indicates 
its ability to withstand rail cutting. Table 20 shows the 
side hardness of a number of western softwoods used for ties# 
Practically all ties produced today are given a pre­
servative treatment of some type rior to installation in the 
road bed. McLean (1935) classified the species with respect 
to penetrability of the heartwood by pressure. These group­
ings are as follows; 
Group 1. Heartwood easily penetrated 
Ponderosa pine 
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Group 8* Sa&rtwood laoderatly difficult to penetrate 
Douglas fir (coast) 
Western hemloolc 





Group 4* Heartwood rery difficult to penetrate 
Douglas fir (Mountain) 
Western redcedar 
TABIX 20 • 31i:e BASJmaS of SUITABUS woods FOR CB03S TI£S 
Species 
United States jpata^ Canadian Daia^ 
Specific Side Speeifie Side 
GraTlty3 Hardness^ Gravity^ Hardness^ 
iflttm lAfgfl 
Douglas fir (Coast) 



























^ Ibrkwardt 1931. 
^ Bochester 1933^ 
^ Based on oven dry weight and green volume* 
founds required to emhed a0«444 inch ball one half 
its diameter into green wood^ 
^ Old data^ 
Teneer^^Western larch has been both peeled and sliced, 
but never on a commercial basis* In reply to a questlonziaire^ 
Ur« R* 7* Huffoan of Potlatch forests Inc«, stated that wes* 
tem larch was experimentally peeled several years ago with 
the following results: 
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Ho preheating of the peeler block is required, 
but heating loay be desirable for slicing* 
The minimum diameter of the block is iabout 
twenty or twenty-one inches; minimum diameter of 
ttie core is seven incises* 
A better recovery of face stock can be ob» 
tained from a smaller diameter larch than from 
any other species* 
larch is very easy to peel; the power required 
is no greater for it than for other species* 
Rotary cut veneer has a beautiful pattern* 
In the drying process the sugars in the wood 
come out on the surface in the formjof crystals* 
These crystals prevent a good glue bond, and gumoup 
the face senders* 
The veneer splits easily in handling* 
The resulting plywood is attractive, but would 
not be competitive with any plywood higher in price 
than coast Douglas fir* 
. 1 Puli>*»Wells and Rue (1927) said that western larch 
can be pulped by the sulphite, sulphate, soda, and grotmdo 
wood processes* Larch pulp is difficult to bleach; there« 
fore, it is best suited to the sulpbate process which 
manufactures unbleached products such as kraft wrapping 
paper and fiber board* Larch is heavier than most pulp** 
woods, this fact tends to increase the yield of pulp per 
cord. The wood is readily pulped by the sulphate process, 
and yields nearly 1,300 pounds of strong, good quality 
pulp per one hundred cubic feet jof wood* 
Derived l>roducts^Galaotan> a water soluble polysaccharide 
is found in the wood in amounts varying from eight to 
twenty«five per cent of the weight of the dry wood* (Betts 
1945)* The average yield of galactan found by Wise and 
Peterson (1930) was nine to ten per cent of the weight of 
air dry wood* Galactan can be hydrolized into the sugar 
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galaetose, and this in turn can be oxidized into musio acid 
which has been used commeroially in the Bianufacture of baking 
powder• 
Galaotan laay prove to be interesting from the stand point 
of both paper making and veneer making, since it can be ex* 
tracted with water and then easily converted into ethyl al<» 
oohol* Johnson and Bradner (1932) claim that higher yields 
of ethyl alcohol are obtained from western larch than from 
any,other softwood, because both the galaotan and the wood 
can be fermented« Sherrard (1922) found that an average 
of 39.9 gallons of ethyl alcohol could be produced per ton 
of dry wood* 
The derived products of western larch long butt< are 
shown in Figure 8« 
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WOOD fROM L0N6 BUTTS 
DISCUSSION 
Tlie westexn timber prodaoers liave reaohed tlie point 
vluiff* mora intensir* management and utilization of the 
forest resouroes will be required to produce tiie TOlume 
of timber neeessazy to supply tlxe demand. 
tfith the present price of stumpage, the landowner 
oannot praotioe forestry if the incurred expenses are 
capitalized over the rotation period. The writer belieyes 
that no siumpage should be sold for less than ten dollars 
a thousand. Higher stumpage rates should not be reflected 
in exorbitant lumber prices, siiui* the costs of logging 
and milling would remain the saiae. 
The writer believes that the necessity for long but* 
ting larch to remov^e zing shake and radial check will be 
eliminated by shorter rotations. Benson (1916) found that 
these defects were usually not present in lareh until the 
r 
tree reached the age of two hundred years. Long butts 
are obTiously worthless for lumberi and ring shake pre* 
eludes their use for rotary cub yeneer. 
The undesirable practice of selling larch green is 
still preTalent* • majority of the retail lumbermeniare 
not prepared or equipped to season lumber; hence, the 
green product is retailed to the ultimate consumer. If 
the lumber is unsatisfactory, the customer is not likely 
to request lareh again* Another undesirable practiM of 
the industry id mixing larch and fir lumber. Sach sg^ies 
has different properties, ̂ atd each should be represented 
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and sold on the merits of these properties* 
Groi>th«'»Slow growth may or may not be an inherent 
oharaoteristie of laroh* The writer believes that it is 
not* The branches of laroh are intolerant to side shading; 
thus, trees growing in dense stands are continually loosing 
the lower portion of their crown* Apparently this is not 
a serious factor when the trees are making rapid height 
growth* When height growth abates the loss of crown be** 
comes serious because the branches of larch do not increase 
appreciably in size to recover crown volume* 
large numbers of competing trees on an area inhibits 
growth* Dense even aged stands are a chai^oteristic of 
laroh* The thin foliage of the dominant and codominant 
trees admit enough light to the overtopped trees to sus«» 
tain life, but not enough to permit any appreciable growth* 
These trees deprive the crop trees of a portion of the 
available soil moisture and soil nutrients until their 
metabolism reaches a point where respiration exceeds photo« 
synthesis* 
Silviculture'-'^The writer believes that we should strive 
to obtain. appro;idjaately three hundred larch per acre in 
plantings and thinnings* The theory that trees should be 
planted close together does not have a place in the normal 
western forest economy* for our purposes we i^eed a stand 
which will not require thinning, and will not be unduly 
suppressed by closely spaced trees* 
One man can plant approximately one thousand trees 
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a day; thus one loan will plant 1«S acres at a 7x7 foot 
spaolngf 1*84 acres at a 9x9 foot spacing, and 3«2 acres 
at a 12x12 foot spacing (approximately three hundred trees 
per acre)* ^is initial savings will reduce the amount 
which should be capitalized throughout the rotation period. 
The rotation will be shortened, because the wider spaced 
trees can grow far a longer period before any competition 
occurs* In addition, no thinning should be necessary 
until the stand will produce a crop of cosuaercial poles* 
The writer believes that a stand of three hundred laroh 
per acre should begin to self prune when the trees are 
from seven to ten inches in diameter* The ideal time to 
thin larch is when the dominants are twenty to twenty-
five feet in height* 
Prunings should be combined wLth thinngs wherever 
possible* Perhaps instead of only considering sixteen 
foot logs we should examine the possibilities of ei^t 
foot logs* In many places where select lumber is now 
used an eight foot length would suffice* An eight foot 
length is also ample for veneer manufacture* Such logs 
would bring a premium price if the buyer imew that he 
could get face stook down to a minimum diameter core* 
Dead larch branches are siaall in size and relatively 
brittle* This makes them easily removed from the bole 
with a pruning club* Live branches are surprisingly 
limber, and cannot be removed in this manner* tuning 
the first nine or ten feet of the bole can be done quickly 
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and aoonofflioally. 
Seed trees fflust be selected witli care, only the best 
speoinens must be left to regenerate the area. Sngler 
(1905) found that poor form European larch had a strong 
tendency to transmit this characteristic to succeeding 
generations. Apparently other tree species exibit this 
tendency* because Wibeck (1912) wrote of scotch pine for* 
ests which were becoming poorer and scrubbier where they 
had been subjected to loag-continaed unregulated cutting 
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in the Inland Sapire* Response to thinning is good, and the 
better rigor classes respond to partial cutting* Helatively 
few insects and diseases attack larch» although in some areas 
dwarf mistletoe is a very destructive pest* 
Larch is a large tree, and normally it contains a high«i> 
er percentage of clear material than anyjof its associates* 
• % 
The wood has its limitations, as does the wood of most species, 
but co|isidering ererything, the writer belieyes that western 
larch is a good timber species* 
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